THE COSMIC MERCY SEAT OF YHVH
The purpose of this illustration is to show that the cosmos or the ‘heavens’ is perhaps also situated after the pattern of the very Ark of the Covenant. The Ark was as a ‘throne’ or royal chair that in the ancient times a King or Queen would be lifted up by 2 men on either ride and carried. The Throne
Chair was a symbol of the authority and justice the King would allocate and represent. Could this be no different in the very Cosmos as the Bible does teach that YHVH Himself attributes to having a ‘Throne’ that encompasses such a vast Creation? If one uses the Stereographic view of the

Universe, one can clearly see that there are 2 sentinels on each side of the cosmos. These are Ophiuchus and Orion. These are the Guardians of the Galaxy metaphorically as they guard the Gates of Heaven, the Golden Gate and the Silver Gate.
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‘Thus says YHVH Heaven is My Throne and the Earth is
My Footstool. Where then is a house you could build
for Me? And where is a place that I may rest? For My
hand made all these things, Thus all these things
came into being," declares YHVH. But to this
one I will look, To him who is humble and
contrite of spirit, and who trembles at
My Word.’ - Isaiah 66:1-2

A very remarkable attribute about this cosmic
depiction of the Celestial Mercy Seat of YHVH is that
the Horizon circumference provides the 4 cardinal
point in which a cross-section is construed by the
Galactic Meridian. The adjustment or angle of the
depiction is at a 33 degree inclination to the
Galactic Meridian.
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What is amazing is that at the center near
the North Star or Polar Star is Cepheus,
the King. Cepheus is the enthroned King.
Thus it could be suggested based on the
Mercy Seat of YHVH that at this place
in-between the 2 Gate Keepers is a type of the
‘Throne Chair’, as in the Ark of the Covenant
type. Of course this study is not directly
Insinuation that at this precise location is the
Throne of YHVH but as a divine pattern, it is
apparently a magnificent type.

Another mathematical relationship
pertaining to the Celestial Gates in
relation to the enthroned King at
the center of the Universe is that
this ‘King’ is in phi ratio distance to
the Gates of Heaven that is the
Golden Gate next to Ophiuchus
and the Silver Gate next to Orion.
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Flanked by 2 Cherub
Suggested as a cosmic type and
patter with Ophiuchus and Orion that
also correspond to the Gates of the
Heavenly, the Golden Gate and the
Silver Gate.
Each of the ‘Celestial Cherub’ are opposing each
other at a 180 degree angle. They are more or less
depicting themselves as if they were the Cherub of
the Ark of the Covenant at each end of the Royal
Chair of YHVH. This specific article from the very
Throne Room of YHVH was given as a model
to Moses to replicate and have in the
Tabernacle and subsequent Temples.

